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WE WELCOME THE OPPORTUNITY

Thank you for your interest in The Larson Group Creative Marketing, llc. As requested, below is 

our initial research and preliminary ideas for your upcoming Oakland boutique hotel venture. Of 

course, should we be awarded the account, we would dive deep into the project and offer much 

more exploration creatively, strategically and tactically. You will also find pricing for the begin stages 

of branding, including a comprehensive DNA book in the following proposal. We can give more 

detailed costs on next phases; i.e. marketing, website development, media buying, etc... should you 

desire.

2332 HARRISON STREET  |   OAKLAND  |   CALIFORNIA

HISTORY

The six story, 44,000 sq foot building was originally built in 1928 for the YWCA as a home-away-

from-home for young working girls (ages18-25) traveling from all parts of the world. Up until the late 

1950s, it was better known as the Blue Triangle Club. After nearly thirty years as a women’s boarding/

community home, it then transformed into the Lake Merritt Lodge (also known as The Merritt Hotel). 

Not much information is available on the former lodge/hotel though it is apparent that at some point 

it struggled to survive as the building stood empty for many years. A $10 million roof-to-ground 

makeover in 2013 revived the property, as the Hult International Business School opened Hult Lodge, 

a 92-room undergraduate dorm in 2015.

NEIGHBORHOOD

The East Bay area is often called “San Francisco’s Brooklyn,” with it’s historic nuances, muraled 

buildings, budding foodie scene, art walks and a plethora of young, hipster locals. 2332 Harrison 

Street sits at an ideal location on the edge of Uptown and KONO districts, steps away from Lake 

Merritt, across the street from Whole Foods Market and in close proximity to BART. Diverse, 

artsy, cultural and with a flood of new multi-ethnic restaurants, sought after chefs, cafes, retail and 

commercial developments - it has become one of the hottest “fringe” markets in the country. 

Recent notable additions - The Hive, The Port Workspaces, Pandora HQ, Uber Offices. 



Oakland First Fridays is the city’s monthly street festival (in KONO). The project attracts approximately 

330,000 annual visitors who come from the greater Bay Area and beyond to enjoy performances 

by local artists and shop from community businesses. Lake Merritt is one of the most unique urban 

spaces in the United States. Its three mile heart-shaped shoreline in the center of an exceptionally 

diverse city is the place for man and nature to migrate and mingle daily. This tidal lagoon is also 

home to the oldest designated wildlife refuge (1870) in the U.S.. Daily activities at the lake are well 

attended including the popular Saturday Farmer’s Market.

OPPORTUNITY

There is something to be said about a place that has a history, something soulful. It makes you think, 

imagine and feel that where you are is somehow special. With its lofty ceilings and established 

outdoor common areas, the architectural space at 2332 Harrison Street is already memorable. The 

location is ideal. The neighborhood bustling. The perfect setting for a uniquely designed, vibrantly 

social and authentically serviced boutique hotel.

We envision the hotel as a spirited and unique destination that serves the business traveler, Bay 

Area tourist, and becomes a convenient guest house for family and friends of the surrounding 

neighbors. Accommodations that pay homage to Oakland’s rich heritage while offering comfortable 

and luxurious amenities. An eclectic restaurant with a menu that changes seasonally, will become 

a favorite of not only the hotel guests, but also be coveted by the community at large. The bar will offer 

signature hand-crafted cocktails as well as classic favorites from the building’s original heyday.

In short, the location, the timing and the income potential couldn’t be more perfect! With the right concept, 

design, management, amenities and guest services... this project is a slam-dunk!
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INITIAL BRANDING IDEAS

1. The Good Ole Days

This concept is inspired by the time when the building was its most renowned - from 1929 through 

the late 1950s, when it was better known as The Blue Triangle Club. Bring the building back to its 

authentic character with architectural details, rich woods and plaster walls. Rooms would be designed 

with a mix of traditional and modern furnishings. Much of the artwork could be black and white 

photos of the YWCA residents and the fun times they had here and people enjoying Lake Merritt 

throughout the years. The name of the hotel could be; The Triangle at Lake Merritt, the bar The 

Triangle Club, the restaurant The Blue View or The Blue Room. These names are all reminiscent of 

the good ole days while having a modern appeal. Many of the Tribute Portfolio hotels build off of a 

story or theme that makes the property enticing and interesting. This direction could be a delightful 

resurrection and historical reference as well as having just enough kitsch to enhance the experience.



2. An Urban Lodge

Local artists will be commissioned to create installations which would be on rotation throughout the 

year in the hotel as well as murals on feature walls. It’s uptown and down home. It’s metropolitan and 

gritty. The restaurant serves gourmet comfort food. The bar has local brews and whiskey tastings. Live 

music echos from blues to jazz to indie interpretations. The decor is retro-chic with industrial touches 

and brass fixtures. It is as it always was. It’s genuine, real hospitality. It blends with all that Oakland 

is and is becoming. It’s a place that locals will feel instantly connected to and travelers will feel 

welcomed as they unwind and relax. The guest experience is the primary focus. Picnics are packed for 

lakeside sunsets and excursions are available to give guests the opportunity to explore and discover. 

The name of the hotel could be The Lodge at Lake Merritt. The bar, The Refuge (dual meaning: Lake 

Merritt is home to the oldest designated wildlife refuge in the U.S and a sanctuary, providing shelter). 

The restaurant would be named after the chef who would be chosen for his or her innovative cuisine 

and popularity in the Bay area.



3. The Lake House

This concept would play up on the proximity to Lake Merritt. The name would be The Lake House 

Hotel. An elegant twist on a lakeside theme. Guests would have access to a fleet of charmingly 

designed bicycles and straw hats. The hotel would have it’s own dock where peddle boats and 

kayaks would be available for an energizing day on the water. Guests would be invited to refresh and 

recharge at the hotel’s body, mind and spirit spa designed to nurture and promote the ultimate in 

blissful balance. The restaurant, Merritt’s Table, would serve seasonal cuisine that’s sourced exclusively 

from local farmers and the resort’s own gardens. A rooftop bar with amazing views of the lake will 

be a great place to watch the sunset. Cooking classes could be offered with a trip to Lake Merritt’s 

farmers market as part of the experience. The current clean, white wall interior would go perfectly 

with this theme and we see the exterior painted bright white as well. The environmental and guest 

room design would be bright, fresh and accented with watery tones and natural materials. 




